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SiC CEMBRANE FACTORY GRAND OPENING
LEARN MORE




TOGETHER, WE BRING WATER TO LIFE
DISCOVER A NEW CATEGORY







Today, we share our story with the rest of the world. Our story is to inspire ourselves, our customers, and our industry. Our story is one of change, inspiration, progress, and hope.
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Membranes play a key role in our water future as no other technology provides the same level of treatment in a single step. We all know membranes produce the highest quality water but we also know conventional membranes can be a pain to operate and that they fail when stressed. Our customers need membranes that adapt, without failure, to changing environments.



Imagine a membrane that responds, absorbs, and recovers from an extreme event without failure, damage, or disruption. Imagine a membrane with limitless possibilities. Imagine a membrane that customers want, not fear. Imagine a membrane that brings all water to life.




Water is the most resilient substance on the earth but we are pushing it to its limits. Today’s complex water problems need different approaches and we need to stop applying the same old solution and expect a different result. All the water we have is all the water we will have. It is our responsibility to treat, recover, and reuse it wisely.
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Silicon carbide (SiC) has been used to manufacture water treatment membranes for over 20 years but only recently has it been rapidly adopted into so many water and wastewater markets.
Founded by a close-knit family in Denmark, Cembrane was launched in 2014 with the vision of making membranes simple and economical. With this vision in place, Lasse Andraessen, along with his two sons Niklas and Sebastian, started a journey that is changing the water and wastewater industry. Cembrane SiC Technology is a once-in-a-lifetime breakthrough in our industry that is a perfect complement to Ovivo’s process and system expertise.







Our SiCBLOX story
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Visit ovivowater.com to learn more about Ovivo
COPYRIGHT® 2021 OVIVO. ALL RIGHT RESERVED
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